MAPPING MUTATIONS
moving genetics forward
Knowledge of CLL genetics continues to
increase exponentially due to new
technologies. Dr. Stephan Stilgenbauer
(University of Ulm, Germany) is well
known for his expertise in CLL genetics.
For his CLL Global Alliance project, he
and his colleagues are performing whole
genome sequencing of CLL cells.

genetics and work related to his CLL

Whole genome sequencing provides raw
data on all six billion nucleotides in an
individual's DNA. (Nucleotides are the
building blocks of DNA, represented by
the letters C, G, A, T.) Deletions or
abnormalities in the genetic code (the
sequence of the nucleotides) contribute
to the development of cancer and
determine its clinical course. Cells are
exposed to external and toxic stress,
leading to mutations or “mistakes” that
change the genetic code in the cell.
While most of these mistakes will be
silent or repaired, some of these
mistakes alter critical genes, leading to
a growth of cancer cells.

Changes to the genome, particularly

Global Alliance project.
WHY IS GENETICS SO IMPORTANT FOR
RESEARCH?
Genetics is important for research
because the genome of the cell is the
primary determinant of its behavior.
changes that translate through RNA and
proteins lead to disease and also affect
the outcome of patients. Understanding
genetics is one of the most important
aspects in curing any disease.
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OR ELSEWHERE?
The differences are mostly related to the
size of the university hospitals and
medical centers. In the US you have

Modern gene sequencing technology
h old s t h e p ot en t i a l t o p r o v id e
unprecedented insights into the
mutational signatures associated with
different disease courses of CLL. While
mutations located in key areas of
certain chromosomes are known, a
precise map of mutations of the CLL
genome is currently missing. Dr.
Stilgenbauer hopes to draft a map of
mutations to answer key clinical
questions necessary to move CLL
research forward.
In a recent interview, Dr. Stilgenbauer
discussed the evolution of the field of
Dr. Stephan Stilgenbauer
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We hope so, and initial evidence is

Nucleotides are the building blocks of DNA
(represented by C, G, A, T). Scientists are
examining every nucleotide in the DNA of CLL cells
in hopes of finding small, but potentially significant
mutations. Image: myweb.tiscali.co.uktaxia.pages/
index.htm.
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